From a field-theoretical approach, it has been possible to develop a physically valid theory of partial discharge transients. Thetheoryis baseduponthe concept of the charge induced upon the detecting electrode by the partial discharge. This induced charge is shown tobe composedo f a componentassociated withtheactual spacecharge inthevoid, and one related to changes in the bulk p o l a r i z a t i o n b r o u g h t a b o u t b y c h a n g e s i n the field external to the void due to this space charge. The magnitude of the induced charge and its components are discussedinrelationtoaheterogeneous bulk dielectric system.
Introduction
T h e c h a r g e i n d u c e d b y a p a r t i a l d i s c h a r g e on the the detecting electrode can be evaluatedusingeithertheX-function,or the &function [1,2]. These functions take account of the dielectric polarization either implicitly (A) or explicitly (4). Hence by using the two functionsitbecomespossibletoidentify the influence of the dielectric polarization upon the induced charge. This influence is associated with the change in polarization 6P due to the change in the electric field SEarising from the partial discharge space charge.
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In the present paper, the influence of the bulk dielectric geometry upon & P i s examined for a two dielectric system.
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It is shown that the component of the inducedcharge due to SPmayincrease or decreasedependinguponthe ratioofthe dielectric permittivities and within which medium the void is located. This increaseldecreaseisofcoursereflected in the Poissonian induced charge q .
+
The Poissonian Induced Charge
The induced charge can be described in terms of a Poissonian and a Laplacian component [3] . The Poissonian induced charge is that component of the induced charge which is rigidly linked to the space charge source, andwhich together withthis sourcegives rise tothe Basic Poisson Field [ 21. Mathematically, the final value of the Poissonian induced charge q, due to a partial discharge, can be resolved into two components:
where qp is the induced charge directly associated with the space charge in the void, and g, represents the induced charge related to the change in dielectric polarization (6P) due to the presence of this space charge [ 2 ] . With reference to induced charge, the effect of the void wall charges can be considered as the effect of an electric dipole of moment j ? located within the void [l] . The Poissonian induced charge arising from a dipole is given by in which E denotes permittivity. The boundary conditions are A = 1 at the detecting electrode, and X = 0 at the surfaces of all other electrodes. In addition, the following condition must be fulfilled at all dielectric interfaces such as the walls of voids where X is differentiated in the direction normal to the interface, and the signs t and -refer to each side of the interface, respective1y.Anymethod of solving Laplace's equation can be used to determine A .
If, however, the dimensions of the void are suchthatVXmay be assumed constant within the void, then we can introduce another function, A,, which, in the absence of the void, represents the unperturbed A-function. As X is a solution of Laplace's equation, then by ma thema t ical analogy wi th electrostatic fields, the relationship between the X and A, functions is given by
For the voids under consideration, the parameter h is a scalar which depends on the void geometry and the relative permittivity of the bulk medium. Following the introduction of A,, the Poissonian induced charge on the detecting electrode may be expressed as
The component ofthe Poissonianinduced charge related to the void space charge alone may be obtained from
where$,anotherproportionalityfactor, is a solution of the reduced Laplace equation [2] V2$ = 0
The boundary conditions are 4 = 1 at the detecting electrode, and 4 = 0 at the surfaces of all other electrodes. Hence, from (l), ( 6 ) and ( 7 ) O n d i f f e r e n t i a t i n g w i t h r e s p e c t t o z,we obtain the relevant expressions for the associated A-gradients: 
Variation of qpn
With respect to the component of the induced charge related to 6 P , we have upon combining (9) and (6) + where qn is the Poissonian induced chargeoftheheterogeneous system,with n = 1,2 depending in which dielectric medium the void is located.
On account of the planar geometry, we may regard the dipole moment as being directedawayfromthecoordinateorigin. This moment can then be expressed as (14) and (15) we expression €or E , = E~.
obtain for a void in medium 1 
following a partial discharge, is 42
As both (19) and (20) The variation of q / q with E~/ E~ is shown in Fig.1 for Er = 4 and several values of s l d . Fromthe figure it is seen that qpn is increased when the void is located in the medium of lower permittivity.Likewiseadecreaseoccurs when located in the medium of higher permittivity. This reduction can be of suchadegreethatthe polarityofq is reversed.
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Whenthevoid is inthe lowermedium, the nearerthedielectricinterfaceis tothe detectingelectrode, thegreaterarethe relative changes in these induced charges. The opposite behaviour occurs when the void is in the upper medium; i.e., the further the interface is from the detecting electrode, the greater is the effect.
Owing to the simple geometry under discussion, the behaviour of q is symmetrical with respect to s l d and
For a fixed void location qp is dependent only on 6 , which we assumed constant. Hence variations in q p will be directly reflected in the magnitude of the Poissonian induced charge 4, see (1).
Conclusion
It is demonstrated that changes in dielectric polarization arising from a partial discharge can significantly affect the magnitude of the Poissonian induced charge. For a two dielectric system,thisinfluenceisdependentupon the ratio of the dielectric permittivities and within which medium the void islocated.Hencethe interpretationof partialdischarge transient sinterms of discharge phenomena within the void is even more complicated when heterogeneous systems are involved. 
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